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Purpose 
This document briefly explains some of the key risks and issues that UQ staff need to be mindful of when dealing 
with intellectual property (IP) rights.  

It is general guidance designed to assist UQ staff and does not constitute legal advice. 

IP Licence Issues 

Scope of IP  
A fundamental step is to identify and clearly define the IP rights that are the subject of the agreement. 

Types of IP licences  
1. Exclusive licence - An exclusive licence is a licence where the licensee (the party who receives the 

licence) is the only party that is permitted to exercise the licensed rights. It excludes all other persons 
from being able to work on and utilise the IP, including the licensor (the party who grants the licence).  
Exclusive licences of IP should only be given with caution, as this will prevent the licensor from being 
able to further develop or work with that IP once the licence is granted. This type of licence should not 
be used if the licensor wishes to be able to exercise the licensed rights.    

2. Sole licence - A sole licence permits only one licensee to use the IP and prevents the licensor from 
licensing the rights or IP to any other party. However, the licensor can still exercise the licensed rights. 

3. Non-exclusive licence - A non-exclusive licence means that the licensor can grant licences to other 
parties in addition to the licensee. If the licensor, a non-exclusive licence is generally more favourable 
as it does not limit the licensor’s ability to use or licence the licensed IP rights. 

4. Sublicensing - A sublicense refers to the right of a licensee to grant licences to other parties. The 
licensor may wish to restrict the licensee’s ability to sub-licence by either granting a non-sub licensable 
licence or imposing restrictions on any sub-licence arrangements. 

Ownership 
The agreement must specify the ownership rights to the IP.  It is critical that UQ retains its rights to use the IP 
to conduct research and teaching. 

‘Joint ownership’, ‘joint tenants’ and ‘tenants in common’ are terms that have different rules in different countries. 
Joint ownership is the least preferred option for ownership of IP. 

Territory  
The territory of an IP licence is important when contracting, particularly with overseas parties, as it determines 
where the licensee can exercise the rights.   
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Revocable licences 

Licences that are revocable permit the licensor to revoke or terminate the licence at any time. Revocable licences 
are not desirable to receive from other parties as they do not confer reliable or significant benefits. It is preferable 
that irrevocable licences are sought, rather than revocable licences.   

Transferable licences 

It is common for the licence to specify that it is non-transferable. This means that the licensee is not authorised 
to permit another person to have access to the IP. 

Permitted Use 

The licence should clearly specify the permitted use for the IP (such as use for the project or internal use). UQ 
must ensure that it retains the right to use the IP to conduct teaching and research. 

IP Infringement  

When dealing with IP, it is important to undertake the necessary due diligence to ensure that UQ owns or has 
the right to use the IP and that appropriate measures are in place to protect the IP. 

Indemnities regarding third party IP  
When licenses of IP are sought from another party, it is important that a warranty and indemnity is obtained from 
the licensor that indemnifies the licensee against any claims for the infringement of a third party’s IP.  

IP ‘grey-areas’ 
1. Data and algorithms - There are some circumstances in which data and algorithms may give rise to IP 

rights (e.g. compilation rights). The separate Legal Fact Sheet entitled “Data and Algorithms” will provide 
more information on when and how these protections may arise.  

2. Improvements and derivatives - It is important that the agreement identifies and specifies the 
ownership of and rights to use any improvements and derivatives of the IP.  

More information 
If you have any questions or require more information, please contact Research Legal: 

P:       (07) 3365 8587 
E:       LegalAdmin@research.uq.edu.au 
W:       https://legalservices.app.uq.edu.au/ 
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